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Abstract— Generally all sparsity based models yields tracking 

performance in impressive manner, however computational 

complexity and low estimation of scale and orientation 

changes of target is aggravated in motion blur and 

background clutter challenges. In this paper, proposed 

method is based on a framework which projects templates 

matrix in candidates space. By selecting and weighting sparse 

coefficients, DSS map with pooling method leads to choose 

best candidate for tracking and by scale and orientation 

adaptive mean shift tracking method we can estimate scale, 

orientation of target adaptively. The result shows that better 

accuracy in tracking and robust to above challenges. 

Keywords— Customized APG, DSS map and Adaptive Mean 

Shift Tracking. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

An object in image processing is an identifiable 

portion of an image that can be interpreted as a single unit. 

Object representation is the shape and appearance 

representation. Object recognition is the task of finding a 

given object in an image or video sequence. Visual Tracking 

is the process of locating and determining the dynamic 

configuration of one or many moving objects in each frame 

of one or several cameras. It is to associate targets in 

consecutive video frames. It can be especially difficult when 

the objects are moving fast relative to rate of frame.  

For these situations video tracking systems usually 

employ a model which describes how the image of the target 

might change for different possible motions of the object. To 

perform video tracking, an algorithm must analyze 

consecutive video frames and outputs of the movement of 

targets between frames. There are so many algorithms, each 

having strengths and weaknesses. Two major components of 

a visual tracking system: target representation and 

localization, and also filtering and data association. 

Applications are Motion-based recognition: human 

identification, automatic object detection, etc. Although we 

have variety of sparsity methods for tracking, we have a 

situation that increases the complexity of problem when the 

tracked object changes orientation over time. 

 

A. Related Research Work  

Using patch-based appearance models [2], we can 

divide bounding box of a target into multiple patches and 

then selecting pertinent patches to construct appearance 

model. Due to this, we can obtain accurate tracking but it 

has more computational complexity than [4], in which 

online tracking involved and [7], in which 2D principal 

component analysis involves and in matter of solving 

whole object occlusion problem, this is not very efficient. 

This computational complexity decreases in[10], but here it 

is difficult to yield a sequence of closed form of updates. In 

[9], Block Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (BOMP) 

algorithm, involves to facilitates tracking performance 

compared with prototype structured sparse representation 

model, but there is difficult to track fully occluded objects. 

By using Monte Carlo Tracking Technique [8], we can 

handle complete occlusion, drawback here is tough to 

locate position of target when large pose variations and 

drastic illumination changes occurs. In paper [11], 

Collaborative model (SDC and SGM) used here to handle 

occlusion, it alleviate drift problem also and in paper [12], 

sparse approximation problem in particle filter framework 

is used to get excellent performance with previously 

proposed trackers. The same particle filter framework with 

reverse sparse representation used in paper [1], results 

tracking object more superior in terms of cost-performance 

ratio. but here scale and orientation changes cannot be 

adaptively estimated. In paper [3], for non rigid objects, 

visual tracking is obtained by spatial masking with an 

isotropic kernel. But disadvantage is tracking specific task 

alone and in paper [6], Mean Shift Method used to get 

object shape well tracked and not completely solved for 

complex sequences. Hence we can go for SOAMST (Scale 

and Orientation Adaptive Mean Shift Tracking) algorithm 

in paper [5], we can obtain scale and orientation changes of 

target but low performance in tracking when motion blur 

and heavy occlusion occurs, hence through research, we 

can use this concept of AMST algorithm in analysis of 

DSS map visual tracking, we can get accurate tracking 

results even in motion blur and background clutter. 

 

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed 

system includes formation of DSS (Discriminative Sparse 

Similarity) map and establishing AMST algorithm in section 

II. Section III gives description of datasets used to test 

proposed method and performance analysis described in 

section IV. Section V illustrates experimental results and 

discussions. Finally, conclusion given is section VI. 
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II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Through the above analysis, tracking of object will 

be complex when noise in images, rapid object motion, scene 

illumination changes occurs. Hence proposed method is used 

to handle motion blur and background clutter robustly in an 

object tracking with scale and orientation changes. The 

object is tracked based on reversed multitask sparse tracking 

framework which gives matrix templates into candidate 

space. By selecting and weighting sparse coefficients DSS 

map, pooling method projects best candidate and by 

SOAMST algorithm, we can adaptively estimate scale and 

orientation of target leads to achieve accuracy in tracking an 

object. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown 

below. In first stage, input video is selected for tracking and 

recognition process and then frame conversion is done.  

After that formulate multitask reverse sparse 

representation and then include laplacian term to keep 

coefficients similarity level in accordance with candidate 

similarity. From this we can get laplacian multitask reverse 

sparse representation and DSS map is constructed based on 

that similarity relationship that contains large template set 

combined by multiple positive and hundreds of negative 

templates. Then additive pooling approach is done. Finally, 

Weight image obtained from target model and target 

candidate model to estimate target scale and orientation. 

Using this we can compute moment features and then 

estimate width, height, orientation of object based on zeroth 

order moment, second order center moment and 

Bhattacharyya coefficient between target and target 

candidate model. By establishing this AMST algorithm in 

DSS map method, it provides good estimation accuracy of 

location of target with scale and orientation changes as 

output. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Block diagram for proposed method 

A. Bayesian Interference Framework 

It is a framework for estimating posterior 

distribution of the state variables that characterize dynamic 

system, to provide robust tracking algorithm. Let observation 

set of target At = [A1, A2,…, At], and let Zt be the state 

variable of an object at time t. Then we use affine 

transformation to motion of object between two consecutive 

frames. Then optimal state Zt can be computed by maximum 

posterior estimation as, 

                        ^ 

                     Zt = arg max p (Z
i
t |At )                       (1)                                     

                                    Zi
t 

where Z
i
t indicates the state of the i -th sample. The 

posterior probability can be obtained from the Bayesian 

framework recursively as,                                           

    p(Zt|At) ∝  p(At |Zt )p(Zt |Zt−1)p(Zt−1|At−1)bxt−1          

(2) 

 where p(Zt |Zt−1) is the dynamic model and p(At |Zt ) 

denotes the observation likelihood. The state variable Zt is 

composed of six independent parameters {Φ1, Φ2, Φ3, Φ4, 
┌

1, 
┌

2}, in which {Φ1, Φ2, Φ3, Φ4} are deformation 

parameters , {
┌

1, 
┌

2} contain 2D transformation 

information. Finally, dynamic model can be modeled by 

the Gaussian distribution, 

as, 

                      p(Zt |Zt-1) = N(Zt ; Zt-1, σ)                            (3) 

where σ represents diagonal covariance matrix whose 

elements are variances of  parameters. By this method, we 

get the candidates set X = [X1, X2, ..., Xm] ∈  R
bXc

, in which 

b is the feature dimension and c is the number of 

candidates. The observation model p(At |Zt ) essentially 

reflects the likelihood of observing At at state Zt . In this 

paper, p(At |Zt ) is proportional to discriminative score get 

by exploiting the additive pooling scheme on the DSS map. 

 

B. Discriminative Reverse Sparse Representation 

In conventional sparse representation, an observed 

image patch associated with state is reconstructed by 

numerous target templates, we can construct candidate set 

X to represent each target template as in equation (4) 

below. 

                    arg min  ||t − Xc||2
2
 + λ||m||1, 

                             m    

                          s.t.m≥0                                                    (4) 

where t denotes representative template and  λ is parameter 

to adjust sparsity penalty and m represents coefficient 

vector. Thus, we add constraint entry, m ≥ 0, which means 

all elements of m are nonnegative for the reason that each 

element represents the similarity between template and 

candidate, and negative elements are neglected.  

Using the L1 minimization, tracker be efficient 

but lack of negative templates makes discriminative power 

poor for ignoring the background information around 

target, which may results the tracker drift away from target.  

 

Hence multiple positive target templates are 

exploited to make the tracker more responsive. So, we use 

numerous negative templates, which are capable of sketch 

out the periphery of target area. The positive and negative 

template sets are respectively defined as Lpos = [l1, l2, ..., lp] 

and Lneg = [lp+1, lp+2, ..., lp+n], where p and n denote the 

number of positive and negative templates respectively.  

 

With the assumptions above, our problem 

formulation is expressed by finding the combination of  

particles and corresponding coefficients as  following: 
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                      arg  min ||t1 – Xm1||2
2
+ λ||m1|1|...... 

                               m1 

                      arg  min ||tp – Xmp||2
2
+ λ||mp||1 

                               mp 

                      arg  min ||tp+1 – Xmp+1||2
2
+ λ||mp+1||1...... 

                              mp+1 

                      arg  min ||tp+n – Xmp+n||2
2
+ λ||mp+n||1 

                                                mp+n                                                    (5) 

              

where mi = [mi
1
 , mi

2
 , . . . , mi

h
]

T
 expresses the sparse 

coefficients of the i -th template and mi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,(p 

+ n) means all the elements in mi are nonnegative. An 

illustration of the basic idea of this formulation shown 

below.  

                                              a)  

  

 

           …….                       

……       

  

 

 

   ………                   …...  

   p positive templates              ,        n negative templates 

   

                                                  (b) 

                    ………….      

m sampled candidates  

Figure2. The basic idea of the multi-task reverses sparse 

representation scheme illustration. (a) The positive and the 

negative template sets, (b) The sampled candidates. 

 

C. Laplacian Multi-task Reverse Sparse Representation 

 

The multi-task reverse sparse representation 

problem start from the equation as, 

                 arg min ||L − XC||2
2
+ λ∑||ci ||1   

                                                                     i 

                    s.t. ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , (p + n).                           (6) 

To preserve the similarity of codes for candidate features, 

we introduce a Laplacian regularization term. It is begin 

with formula as, 

         arg min ||L − XC||2
2
+ λ∑||ci ||1 + δ/2∑||ci – cj  ||

2
Bij 

            c                                 I                   ij 

      s.t. ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , (p + n),                                  (7) 

where δ is parameter to adjust new regularization term and 

B is a binary matrix. So, the Laplacian multi-task reverse 

optimization problem is reformulated as: 

 

          arg min ||L − XC||2
2
+ λ ∑ ||ci ||1 + δtr (CZC

T
) 

              c                                i    

        s.t. ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , (p + n).                                 (8)                                                    

where Z = D−B is the Laplacian matrix , and the degree of 

ci is defined as, 

                                 p+n                                                                                                                                                             

                          Di = ∑  Bi j and 

                                  j=1 

             D = diag (D1, D2, . . . , Dp+n )                              (9) 

At last apply the accelerated proximal gradient (APG) 

approach to solve minimization problem with, 

           F(C) = arg min ||L− XC||2
2
+λ1

T
C1+ δtr (CZC

T
) 

                            c 

                     G(C) = ψ(C)                                                 

(10) 

where F(C) is differentiable convex function and G(C) is  

non-smooth convex function. Following the APG method, 

we need to solve an optimization problem as: 

μk+1 = arg min ξ /2||C − ε k+1 +∇ F(ε k+1)/ξ||2
2
+ G(C) 

                            c                                                              

(11) 

where ξ is the Lipschitz constant and finally, equation (11) 

is equivalent to, 

        μ k+1 =  max(0, gk+1  )                                               (12)  

 

D. Refined DSS map 

To avoid potential instability and achieve better 

robustness, we refine the DSS map with adaptive weights. 

The weight Bij for an element Xij in the similarity map is 

constructed based on the difference between the j -th 

candidate yj and the  i –th  template 

         ti :    Bij ∝  exp(−||ti − yj ||2
2
 ).                                     

(13) 

A candidate with small difference from  foreground 

template indicates they share higher similarity with each 

other. For this, we separate the weight map into two 

submaps: 

              Bpos = [b1
T
 , . . . , bp

T
]

T
, 

          Bneg = [bp+1 
 T

 ,. . . ,bp+n
  
]

 T
,                                   (14) 

where b1 = [Wi1, . . .Wim ] for i = 1, 2, . . . , (p + n) 

Finally, get two weighted DSS maps through: 

              ˜Xpos = Bpos ʘ Xpos,                              

          ˜Xneg = Bneg ʘ Xneg,                                               (15) 

where ʘ is the Hadamard product. 

 

E. Additive Pooling 

It contains 2 steps follows: 

Step 1:  positive and negative templates (Equation 

(1)and(2)   respectively) brought from similarity map ˜X 

(Eqn(3)) as, 

  xi−pos = [ ˜X1i, . . . .  . , ˜Xpi]                                      (16) 

  xi−neg = [ ˜X(p+1)i, . . . .. . , ˜X(n+p)i ]                       (17) 

  xi = [ ˜X1i, . .  . . , ˜Xpi , ˜X(p+1)i, . . .  . , ˜X(n+p)i]   (18) 

     then add largest l coefficients in ˜xi−pos and ˜xi−neg to 

get,   

     yi−pos  and yi−neg as, 

  yi−pos = L(˜xi−pos , 1)+, · · ·+ L(˜xi−pos , l)              (19) 

  yi−neg = L(˜xi−neg , 1)+, · · ·+ L(˜xi−neg , l)             (20) 
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  Step 2:  discriminative score and score set for all is given 

by, 

    yi = yi−pos − yi−neg    

  Y = {yi },  i=1,...,m                                                       (21) 

 

F. Adaptive Mean Shift Concept 

  

In the mean shift iteration, the estimated target 

moves from y to new position y1, which is given as, 

                                             nh        

                                             ∑ xiwig(||y-xi/h||2) 

                                    y1 =  i=1                                                 

                                             nh        

                                          ∑ xiwig(||y-xi/h||2)                 (22) 

                                             i=1                                                 

By using Equation(22), the mean shift tracking algorithm 

finds object in the new frame that most similar to the object 

in reference frame. Note that the key parameters in the 

mean shift tracking algorithm are the weights iw. Estimate 

the target area by using equation as,  

                                              n 

                         M00 =        ∑ w(xi)                                  (23) 

                                             i=1 

The Bhattacharyya coefficient is used to adjust 

M00 in estimating target area, denoted by T. We propose the 

following equation to estimate it: 

                           T= b(ρ)M00                                                                   (24) 

where b(ρ) is monotonically increasing function with 

respect to the Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ( 0 ≤ ρ ≤1). From 

the moment features, the Covariance matrix in equation can 

be written as, 

                                      Cov =        μ20 μ11 

                                                                                         μ1μ02                                   (25)                                                  
 Suppose that the target is represented by an ellipse, for 

which the lengths of the semi-major axis and semi-minor 

axis are denoted by a and b, respectively. 

 Instead of using λ1 and λ2 directly as the width a 

and height b, it has been shown that the ratio of λ1 to λ2 

can well approximate the ratio of a to b, i.e., λ1/ λ2 ≈ a b . 

Thus we can set a = kλ1 and b = kλ2 , where k is a scale 

factor. Since we have estimated the target area A, there is  π 

ab =π (kλ1)( kλ2) = A . Then it can be easily derived that, 

                                  K=√A/( π λ1 λ2)                            (26)               

a=√λ1A/( π λ2)  ,   b=√ λ2A/( π λ1)                                (27) 

Now the covariance matrix becomes, 

         Cov =        μ11    μ12            X       a
2
    0       X       μ11    μ12      

T
            

                                           μ21    μ22                      0    b
2

           μ 21    μ 22        

(28)          
 

 

From this we can estimate width, height and orientation of 

target. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. DESCRIPTION OF DATASETS 

 

The algorithm is tested using three following datasets. 

Dataset 1: In palm sequence video, tracking is done clearly 

with scale and orientation changes. As target undergoes 

abrupt motion, it is difficult to locate its position. However 

when palm is moving rapidly in frames 25 and 92, the 

estimated target scale and orientation are accurate and 

robust to motion blur challenge. 

Dataset 2: In car sequence video, there is a complex 

background in frames 38, 50. By introducing both template 

sets to model foreground and background information, we 

get enough discriminative information and store them in 

map. And by AMST algorithm we obtained accurate 

tracking results with scale and orientation changes and 

robust to this background clutter. 

Dataset 3: In walking man sequence, both in-plane and 

out-of-plane rotations occurs. However this tracker clearly 

tracks and gives scale and orientation changes successfully. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The table shown below lists average number of iterations 

by three different datasets on three video sequences.  

Table I. Performance on average number of iterations. 

Datasets Adaptive scale EM-Shift Our method 

Palm sequence 14.62 6.52 3.30 

Car sequence 11.25 6.27 2.34 

Walking man 
sequence 

13.43 6.35 2.59 

The adaptive scale is the highest because it runs algorithm 

three times and our method estimates only one time for 

each frame. Hence it is faster than others.  

Another table below gives TAR (True Area Ratios) values 

by three trackers on three datasets. TAR value is given by 

the ratio of overlapped area between tracking result and 

ground truth to area of ground truth. 
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Table II. TAR values by competing tracking methods. 

Our proposed method achieves better results than others in 

above table II comparison. 

 T 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed algorithm is implemented by high level 

language MATLAB and the hardware requirements such as, 

Pentium IV 2.4 GHZ processor, 512 MB RAM, 2.0 GHZ 

processor speed and windows XP software.
  

Tracking results for three datasets are provided below. 

       

Frame number 25                     Frame number 92 

Figure 1. Tracking results for palm sequence. 

       

      Frame number 38                     Frame number 50 

Figure 2. Tracking results for car sequence. 

        

Frame number 58                       Frame number 100 

Figure 3. Tracking results for walking man sequence. 

In figure 1, palm sequence getting tracked and here 

motions are rapid. Even though in motion blur we are 

getting better and clear tracking with scale and orientation 

changes.  

In figure 2, car sequence has been tracked effectively even 

when background clutter occurs.  

In figure 3, walking man sequence tracked effectively even 

in occlusion. 

                                VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an intelligent visual tracking based on 

adaptive mean shift algorithm proposed. The DSS map 

represented as matrix templates to get tracking and 

adaptive mean shift concept used here to estimate scale and 

orientation changes of target. This proposed method 

achieves better accuracy in tracking with an exact scale and 

orientation changes even in challenges like motion blur, 

background clutter, etc., 
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